
In today’s digital age, safeguarding your company’s 
401(k) plan against cyber threats is crucial. 

A Cybersecurity 
Checklist for 
Employers
Safeguarding Your 
Company’s 401(k)

The Department of Labor (DOL) has issued recommendations to 
aid employers in securing their plans. By adopting these guidelines 

reduce the risk of data breaches, cyber fraud, and theft.
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seeking to protect their company's 401(k) plan. For more detailed information, refer 
here.

best practices to manage your company’s retirement plan:

Have a formal, well documented 
cybersecurity program

Ensure that any assets or data 
stored in a cloud or managed 
by a third party are subject to 
appropriate security reviews and 
independent security assessments

Conduct prudent annual 
risk assessments

Have a reliable annual third-
party audit of security controls

information security roles 
and responsibilities

Have strong access 
control procedures

Establish a written policy outlining the procedures 
for safeguarding 401(k) plan data, including 

administration or management of your 401(k) plan.

Contract with an independent auditor to 

controls in place for your 401(k) plan data.

HR or IT departments to manage and monitor the 
cybersecurity practices related to the 401(k) plan.

Implement procedures like two-factor authentication 
for accessing 401(k) plan data and limit access to only 
those employees who need it for their job functions.
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Conduct periodic cybersecurity 
awareness training

Implement and manage a 
secure system development 
life cycle (SDLC) program

resiliency program addressing 
business continuity, disaster 
recovery, and incident response

Encrypt sensitive data, 
stored and in transit

Implement strong technical 
controls in accordance with 
best security practices

Respond to incidents and 
breaches in a timely manner

Clearly communicate to participants 

cybersecurity policies and procedures, 
and how they can report suspected 
incidents or vulnerabilities

identify phishing attempts and other cyber threats 
that could compromise their 401(k) accounts.

your 401(k) plan, ensure that secure coding practices 
are followed, and security is considered at each 

of a business disruption or cyber attack.

Ensure that all 401(k) data is encrypted 
when stored and transmitted. This 

numbers, and account balances.

Regularly update and patch your systems, 

related to your 401(k) plan data.

enforcement, and taking steps to remediate the issue.

their 401(k) data and how they can report 
any suspected cybersecurity incidents.

These examples are general in nature and should not be considered as legal advice or 



Cybersecurity Best Practices

the intricacies of securing your plan.

Don't leave your 401(k) plan vulnerable  
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Investment Advisory services offered through Cresta Advisors, Ltd., a Registered Investment Adviser. 
Asset Allocation does not guarantee a profit or protect against a loss in a declining market. It is a method used to help manage 
investment risk. Exchange Traded Funds and Mutual Funds are sold by prospectus. Please consider the investment objectives, 
risks, charges, and expenses carefully before investing. The prospectus, which contains this and other information about the investment 
company, can be obtained from the fund Company or your financial professional.


